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Comments from our members:
“Everyone feels included – you don’t know if people have dementia or not”
“You can talk about your problems. It helps a lot”
“Other groups are boring – this is amazing”
“Mum couldn’t come for two weeks and she stopped interacting as much at
home. There was no mental stimulation. Coming each week makes her more
responsive. The club brings her ‘self’ out, she recognises people; she joins in
singing and the exercise and eats her lunch”
“It is really good. It doesn’t matter whether you’re black, white, brown or yellow,
everyone talks to each other, no one has anything to hide; everyone is good
company”
“The club helps me remember certain things. I feel good coming here; I don’t
think about the dementia, I don’t feel confused here. It helps keep my mind
strong, I think about the goodness – the club brings goodness to my life”
“I thought it would be people just sitting there, in the chairs, but it was so
cheerful and fun”
“Everybody who works and volunteers at the Club does so because they want to
be there, and everybody who comes —along with their families— knows this,
which is why they are so comfortable there.”
“I never know how to describe the people who come along because I don’t see
them as using a service, or people in need of help: since my first week there I
have felt like I arrived in a weekly gathering of friends”
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Legal and Administrative Information

Charity name
Trustees

Part‑time Coordinator
Registered Charity Number
Registered Address
Independent Examiner

Bankers

The Healthy Living Club
Michael Edwards (Chair)
Emily Montague (Treasurer)
Brenda Morrell (Vice Chair)
Rosemary Publicover
Dave Bell
Claire McConville
Carlo Bellanova
Doreen Clouden
Clarice Hall
Shelley Russell
Sylvia Thomas
George Clerk (Co‑opted May 2014, resigned 30th June 2014 on changing jobs)
Simona Florio
1154130
Lingham Court, 10 Lingham Street
London SW9 9HF
Sally‑Ann Jeffries, ACA
KA Jeffries & Company
18 Melbourne Grove, London SE22 8RA
HSBC
512 Brixton Road, London SW9 8ER
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Trustees’ Report
History
The Healthy Living Club was founded in 2012 by people with dementia, their carers,
volunteers and residents of Lingham Court (a Lambeth extra‑care scheme at 10
Lingham Street, London SW9 9HF), when faced with the closure of a service run by
the Alzheimer’s Society. We resolved to carry on meeting because we had become a
community of people that enjoyed each other’s company and supported one another.
We realized that we did not need to be ‘users’ of a ‘service’ provided by someone else
to carry on.

Structure, governance and management
The Healthy Living Club is an association governed by its constitution, adopted on
4th October 2013. The trustees meet every 6 weeks and comprise 1 person with
dementia, another older disabled member without dementia, carers and volunteers.
The trustees may appoint new trustees during the year, but all trustees must be
re‑elected at the Annual General Meeting.
The Club is hosted at Lingham Court by its
residents whose communal areas we use and
fill with social life, supported by the care staff
(employees of Allied Healthcare) and with the
agreement of Metropolitan Housing Trust (the
building owner). We think of our club as a
‘dementia‑centred community’ because everyone
is an equal member of the club regardless of
diagnosis or age.
The aim of equipping our members with a sense
of belonging and a new network of friends informs
all we do, from when we receive a new referral —
normally from GPs, the Memory Clinic or social
workers— to when they stop attending, normally
because they become too unwell or pass away. All
new referrals are visited at home by a volunteer
so that they can learn about the Club not being
a service and so that we can learn —through
completion of a Personal Profile— about their
life histories, interests, likes and dislikes and
their support needs. This not only enables us
to plan activities, which meet their needs and
preferences, but also helps us make sure that each
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person feels that they, and their contribution, are
valued. This familiarity with each member enables
our activity leaders to treat each session as a
community‑building exercise, integrating new
participants.
Our volunteers have a wide range of qualifications
ranging from Admiral (specialised dementia)
nursing to mental health nursing and accountancy.
Some have been carers for people with dementia.
All attend training courses on dementia and are
supported by our coordinator who is a qualified
person‑centred counsellor. Members, volunteers
and other contributors look out for each other, pay
attention to safety and volunteers carry long‑term
responsibilities actively.
We cooperate with the Time Bank Paxton Green
which arranges DBS checks and insurance for our
volunteers. The Club is a member of the national
Dementia Engagement & Empowerment Project
(DEEP), which brings together organizations for
people with dementia to improve practices. In
addition we collaborate in many ways with a wide
range of organisations, all of which we have listed
in the boxes in this report.

Skilling ourselves
Volunteers, the coordinator and Trustees have benefitted
from training by partner organisations: AgeUK London on
Digital Democracy and on Risk Management and Good
Governance; Food Safety certification by Fare Share and
a briefing from Lambeth Council on the Personal Budget
system for meeting individuals’ care costs.

A new fund‑raising sub‑committee was set up in
April 2015, comprising some trustees and external
supporters with relevant experience and skills.

Objectives and activities
The charity’s objects are to preserve, promote and
improve the mental and physical health of people
with dementia and those who care for them in the
London Borough of Lambeth and surrounding areas
with the aim of improving their quality of life through:
•

enabling their active participation in
relationships of mutual support within a
community of which they share ownership, thus replacing their sense of isolation
with a ‘sense of belonging’
• the development and provision of opportunities for people with dementia to
participate in social and group activities that meet their needs and support their
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•

engagement in other meaningful occupations of
their choice
raising awareness and promoting understanding
of the issues that affect people with dementia
and their carers.
We operate an all‑day club on Wednesdays for
50 weeks a year and a monthly carers’ group, led
by the Carers’ Hub, while the Club is in session.
Since November 2014, we have also run a morning
breakfast club on Mondays. This began as a
pilot project at 44 Clarence Avenue, SW4 8LF, but
was transferred to Lingham Court in March 2015
following difficulties with the venue.
Through our work, we aim to remove the stigma of
dementia. We use our blog, Facebook and Twitter
to demonstrate with photos, sound and videos that
activities for people with dementia can be enjoyed
by all. We welcome professional and voluntary
sector visitors almost every week who want to
experience the club for themselves and we are an
important resource to organizations who specialize
in outreach: many valuable contributions come
from this source.

Examples of cooperation
We started working with the Interjunction in Brixton whose
mission is to provide young people, not in education,
employment or training, with work experience opportunities,
and we gained new volunteers thanks to them.
The Club hosted two visits from the young people’s
Challenge Network, a social enterprise fostering
engagement by young people from diverse backgrounds
in community activity.
We co‑hosted with South London Carers a fortnightly series
of evening social gatherings, starting in August 2014.
Innovations in Dementia held two sessions with our
members, gathering material for a study on how people
with dementia feel about nature and parks and what
measures could help them enjoy them more often.
“Greening Dementia” is supported by Natural England.

Statutory Declaration
The trustees confirm they have referred to the
guidance issued by the Charity Commission on
public benefit when reviewing the aims and
objectives of the charity and when planning
activities.

Achievements and performance
during the year
We have expanded our membership and around 55
people, ranging in age from 50 to 101, attended our Wednesday club each week (more
than half of whom have dementia and 40% are from ethnic minorities). Around 12
people attended the Monday breakfast club and this helped reduce our waiting list for
places. A pool of approximately 20 volunteers supported the sessions. In total around
90 people benefitted over the year and the majority attended every week.
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The essential character of our sessions is a social
meeting among friends. Time is partly spent
informally over refreshments or lunch and partly in
organized pursuits. We ran more than 250 hours of
activities aimed to improve health and well‑being,
including 50 chair‑based keep‑fit sessions, 25
singing for the brain sessions, 55 hours of other
music‑based sessions, 32 poetry reading and
appreciation sessions, 14 art‑based reminiscence
sessions, 36 art‑therapy sessions, and 20 sessions
featuring a variety of activities intended to meet
the needs and/or cater for the interests of specific
members. These last included: drama workshops,
food tastings, discussions about famous paintings,
massages and word games. The club has been
able to secure very high‑calibre contributions from
partner organisations.
Fundraising activities included Christmas carol
singing, stalls at local fairs, car boot sales,
sponsored walks and coffee mornings and many of
our members took part or contributed through, for
example, making things for sale. Community‑based
initiatives and donations raised an impressive
£14,161 (40% of our income).
We have promoted our ‘dementia‑centred
community’ very actively on the social media
https://about.me/HLCLC . We have over 2,000
Twitter followers @HLCLC and they include
leaders in the field such as the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation and the Social Care Institute of
Excellence (SCIE). Our approach has been
showcased in the dementia peer‑support resource1,
which the South London Health Innovation network
(HIN) launched in April 2015 and is promoted as an
example of good practice in the SCIE resource on
co‑production2. This has led to films3, press articles
and numerous visitors to our club, including an
independent specialist consultant who volunteered
1

2
3

http://www.hin-southlondon.org/system/resources/
resources/000/000/095/original/HIN_Interactive_Toolkit_
September_15_LIVE.pdf
http://www.scie.org.uk/publications/guides/guide51/
practice-examples/healthy-living-club.asp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjbwoAxnCcM

Innovative practice - examples
We hosted 16 art‑based reminiscence sessions delivered
and evaluated by internationally renowned reminiscence
charity Age Exchange, as part of their RADIQL initiative–
a pioneering intervention which enables people with
advanced dementia to develop meaningful interactions
in the present. Our volunteers were trained to run the
sessions when the series ended.
The Club worked with specialist dementia hairdressers
Lily Pins to deliver a series of sessions for our members
and to train a young volunteer.
Helen Sanderson Associates, who pioneered the use of
Personal Profiles, worked with us and trained us. Thus we
are now able to gather and record information about new
members’ needs, preferences and capacities so we can
brief volunteers and make newcomers feel welcome and
valued from the outset.
The London Readers’ Organisation ran a series of poetry
reading sessions with some of our members, evaluated
the results and trained one of our volunteers to continue
the series monthly herself.

Some of the resources in kind we secured:
We benefitted from Music in Hospitals contributing
outstanding performances – which included an Easter
concert by Brian Iddenden
The National Gallery contributed outreach sessions which
stimulated our discussions on, and enjoyment of, famous
works of art from their collection.
“Albert’s Band” from the Royal Albert Hall came and
performed works from the Hall’s rich history including
music by Dame Vera Lynn, Sir Tom Jones, The Beatles and
Frank Sinatra.
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to evaluate our sessions using dementia care
mapping (DCM)4 and concluded that our work was
outstanding.

Raising awareness of the issues affecting
people with dementia and their carers, and of
our work:

We participated in Age UK Song for London
Initiative, and contributed to a blog on the
College of Medicine innovation network.5 Three
of our members contributed to a book6 on their
experiences of living with dementia.

We spoke about the Club’s work at an event on Hidden
Loneliness, part of the Campaign to End Loneliness,
funded by the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation and
others.

The HIN evaluated the Social Return On Investment
(SROI) of our Wednesday Club7 in comparison
with dementia peer‑support projects in 2 other
Boroughs, using a methodology developed with
the New Economics Foundation (NEF). The SROI
measure is derived from dividing the value of our
impact by the value of the investment. The authors
conclude that £97,696 of economic investment per
year (including in‑kind contribution of £66,949)
generated social value of £506,094. Thus, the
social value gained for every £1 invested in our
club is £5.18, a return the club is very proud to
have achieved.

We have contributed presentations to meetings of 3
Multi‑disciplinary area Teams of Southwark & Lambeth
Integrated Care (SLIC) and to Lambeth Council’s team
managers. We are members of the Borough’s Ageing Well
Partnership.

The fact that two thirds of our annual ‘economic
investment’ is contributions in kind reflects
the fact that our very modest financial input is
substantially used to mobilize and maintain these
generous inputs (mainly the work of volunteers
and services of partners).

The Club participates in the Co‑production Network
Meetings of SCIE, the Social Care Institute for Excellence.

The Club runs dementia stalls at AgeUK Celebrating Age
and other fairs and events and hosted a Dementia Friends
information session.
Dave Bell, an Admiral Nurse, one of our volunteers and
a Trustee, was interviewed for a broadcast on Croydon
Radio (at 58mins) while Simona Florio’s interview about
the Club’s work is published on the College of Medicine’s
web site

Consultations and evaluations
The Club has been invited to take part in…
Lambeth Council’s multi‑agency review of care at
Clarence Avenue and a consultation with our carers on
the proposed “social hub” for the Borough;
The mapping and evaluation of dementia care services
by Healthwatch Lambeth; Filming for “A better life in the
community” project by SCIE

Our achievement is truly distinctive because:
•

Our close knowledge of individual members
enables the Club to meet needs of people at more
advanced stages of dementia than most services.

•

Equally we are able to accept people who, being at
early stages of dementia, do not meet the stringent
criteria for admission to statutory services.

•

People with dementia can, if they wish, attend with a
carer or friend, which is not possible in day centres.
4
5
6
7

Report by Alise Kirtley on Dementia care mapping
http://www.collegeofmedicine.org.uk/innovators-focus/healthy-living-club-lingham-court/
Lucy Whitman ‘People with dementia speak out’ Jessica Kingsley Publishers 2015
http://www.hin-southlondon.org/system/resources/resources/000/000/157/original/Social_Return_
on_Investment_Study_Dementia_Peer_Support_Groups.pdf
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•

•

•

Activity is preventive, reducing pressure on NHS
and Council support, through fostering physical
and emotional health and sense of belonging.
We keep up to date with research and practice in
the field so we can take advantage of innovations
and facilitate them through our partnerships.
Our community is one that enables carers and
those being cared for to step out of those –
sometimes limiting – roles and interact as equals.

Our Social Benefits: identified in the HIN Social Return
On Investment study. Many of the benefits are converted
into money values through reduced burdens on NHS and
other public services.

People with dementia… experience reduction in
loneliness & isolation are mentally stimulated gain
wellbeing through enhanced sense of identity feel part of
a welcoming community are fitter

Family carers… value their relatives having somewhere

Financial Review
Donations (excluding a one‑off gift of £6,250 in
2014 which was used to pay outstanding fees for
the coordinator for the year ending 2013) doubled
and fundraising almost doubled.

to go where they are looked after gain sense of wellbeing
themselves from being part of the group report reduced
feelings of isolation

Volunteers… gain wellbeing through feeling engaged and
fulfilled in the group become knowledgeable about dementia
care gain transferrable skills feel part of a community

Grant income fell slightly because last year
included a full year’s instalment of the unrestricted
start‑up grant from Guy’s and St Thomas’ charity.
We increased grant trust involvement from 6
organisations to 11 this year.
The Receipt and Payment Accounts do not include the
value of benefits in kind calculated by HIN as £66,949.

Sustainability
Our strategy for the future prioritises (i)
strengthening the strong sense of ownership
among the Club’s members and supporters and
(ii) securing unrestricted funding to safeguard its
ability to pursue its charitable activities and reduce
reliance on volunteer inputs of time and energy for
outreach, fund‑raising and contact with families.
We are working on a collaboration with potential
funders to secure core funding for a number of
years to pay our part‑time coordinator and a
second part‑time worker to provide more support
for the organization and thus for our members,
their carers and volunteers. This will enable us
to expand our days and activities at Lingham
Court and, potentially, to consider other extra care
settings in Lambeth.

Achievements in collaboration
We sought and obtained grants to recruit our first ever
paid resident musician and first art therapist. Both
the people appointed are contributing successfully
and enriching what we do. The resident musician is
still is with us, having been instrumental in securing
grants to further the purpose and reach of our musical
activities, and new funding is being sought so that the art
therapy sessions may resume now that the project was
completed successfully.
The club worked with expert dieticians at LAMP
(Lambeth Action on Malnutrition Project, part of Guy’s
and St Thomas’s NHS Trust). We learned a lot about
nutrition and dementia and took part in a malnutrition
study day. This helped us with the next achievement…
We started doing our own our own catering (after
securing permission to use the kitchen), and joined
FareShare, a charity which distributes surplus (in‑date)
food. This saved us £1392 and diversifies our menus.
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Statement on reserves
The Trustees plan to hold unrestricted reserves
covering two months’ operations. Unrestricted
reserves at 31st March 2015 covered 2.5 months’
operations.

Thank you
The Trustees would like to thank our members who
make it all worthwhile, including all our dedicated
volunteers who help keep the community spirit
alive and our part‑time coordinator who has
worked tirelessly for the club. We would also like
to thank our supporters, including the grant trusts
and partnership organisations, who have helped us
expand the club and its activities during the year.

Trustees Declaration
The Trustees declare that they have approved the Trustees’ report above.
Signed on behalf of the Charity’s Trustees

				23 December 2015
Michael Edwards						Date
Chairman
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